Italy, 1996
By Maria J. Falco
Trip with Laura and Joseph Nicole
And three other ladies.

Volume One:
Venice, Ravenna,
Verona and Florence
We’ve Arrived! It’s Venice!
Yep! I’m here too.
Duomo and Bell Tower
Still under water.
Clock and Bell Tower, St. Mark’s Square.
Church of San Giovanni e Paolo, Bellini Altarpiece
Shall we take a Gondola?
Doge’s Palace:
From the Top of the Stairs
San Marco: The Four Kings
San Marco: Entry
San Marco: Entry
The Colleoni (front), by Verrocchio
The Colleoni (back)
The Choir at the Scuola di San Rocco
Above the Benches
Ravenna: Approaching the Basilica
The Tower of the Basilica
Interior
The Apse of the Basilica of San Vitale
The Emperor Justinian
The Empress Theodora
The Sacrifices of Abel and Melchisedech
Different View
Abraham hosts the Angels, and on the right, prepares to sacrifice his son.
Detail of Mosaics
The Dome of San Vitale
Sant’Appollonare
Female Martyrs approaching the Christ Child
Three Wise Men Bearing Gifts.
Male Martyrs (Opposite Wall)
Tomb of Theodoric, the Ostrogoth.
Tomb of Galla Placidia
Dante’s Tomb
Verona: Giulietta (Juliet)
Juliet’s Balcony
Florence: The Ponte Vecchio
Restoration of the Duomo
Side Door of Duomo (Gothic) with Close-up of first “Classic” Renaissance sculpture.
Giotto’s Tower
Ghiberti’s
Gates of Paradise,
The Baptistry
The Baptistery
Tomb of an Antipope
Santa Croce
Giotto, Death of St. Francis
A RAFFAELLO SANZIO
NEL QUARZO CENTENARIO
DELLA Morte
FIRENZE
VI APRILE MCMXX
A LEONARDO DA VINCI
NEL QUARTO CENTENARIO
DELLA Morte
IL MAGGIO 1900

ENRICO FERMI
FISICO
Roma, 29 Settembre 1901 - Chicago, 28 Novembre 1954
OFFERT AL MONDO NUOVE FORZE ED ENERGIE
PER L'ALTO MARE APERTO
—DANTE INN X —
TANTO NOMINI NULLVM PAR ELOGIVM
NICOLAVS. MACHIANNELI
OBIT AN. A. P. V. CCCXXVII
At the David
Two Views of the Pieta of the Tribune